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Hello Everyone!
We have set a date for our next Symposium and are planning on having it on August 26 th. I know that this
seems like a long time off but we want to make sure that it is successful as the ones that we have had in the
past. We are planning on sending out invites starting about 60 days out so be on the lookout for them. Remember that this is just as much for your clients as it is for you, so please start talking to some of your groups
about attending this great event. We will be having 5 to 6 hours of CE that day with a lot of it geared towards
your clients and the things that they need to know. An event like this takes a lot of time from a lot of people
working together to be able to put it together and pull it off. We have held off doing one of these for the past
year due to the circumstances going on but now that things are getting back to some sort of normal we have
decided that it is time to hold the event again. Not only is this event put together to help brokers and their clients but it is also the only main source of income that the ETAHU has so it is just an important part to ETAHU
as it is our members, or member's clients and quest. I would ask that each of you do your part to support
ETAHU by planning on attending and inviting your clients or other brokers who are not members of
ETAHU. I want to thank each one of you in advance for your support and assistance in assuring that this is the
best Symposium yet. We will be keeping you updated with our speakers and other things as we get a little closer.
For everyone that did not attend our last meeting, it was announced that the board has decided that it will be
increasing the price of our monthly lunches for memberships from $20 to $25 and another change to
RSVPs. To be transparent about this decision as I mentioned before the only money-raising event we do has
been the Symposium, which we haven’t done in 2 years now. The price of the lunch has gone up and up to this
point ETAHU has absorbed that cost up until now and we feel that it is necessary to pass that cost on to our
members. I want to make sure that everyone understands the process that takes place and why it is so important when you are RSVP that you plan on attending. We have a deadline to turn a headcount into the Holly Tree several days before our meeting so that they can make sure that they are prepared to handle ETAHU
needs. The headcount that is turned in advance we are charged for at least that many plates. So if just 4 people
RSVP’s and don’t show up that’s a $100 cost that ETAHU just had to pay out for those members. Most of the
other Chapters make you pay in advance to the meeting and we haven’t gone in that direction but the board
did vote and pass on a decision that if you RSVP and don’t show up we will be sending you a bill for your plate
that ETAHU had to pay for. It doesn’t happen a lot but there seems to be a couple every meeting and I am sure
that you have noticed the price of everything else going up so I hope that you can understand the board’s decisions.
I hope to see every one of you at our event on April 8th at
Heartland Security Insurance Group “PLEASE
NOTICE THE CHANGE OF LOCATION” where we will have Carol Bailey as a speaker talking about “Why do
Drugs Cost So Much”. This is a 2 hour CE and we will be having Fajitas for lunch with all of the trimmings. Please come join us!

Joe Sherman
ETAHU President
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ETAHU

CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2021– 2022

April 2022
April 8, 2022

May 2022
May 20, 2022

June 17, 2022
June 17, 2022

ETAHU Board Meeting — 10:30
ETAHU —11:30—2:00
Location — Location Change—Hibbs Hallmark
Speaker: Carol Bailey
Subject:
Why Do Drugs Cost So Much?
Course #: 111682 Provider #: 32408 2 Hour CE
ETAHU Board Meeting — 10:30—11:30
ETAHU —11:30—1:00
Location — Hollytree Country Club
Speaker: Jim Coyle
Subject: Disability
ETAHU Board Meeting — TDB
ETAHU —11:30—1:00
Location — Hollytree Country Club
Speaker: TBD
Subject:
TBD

Financial reports are available for review, contact the Association Treasure

ETAHU—Established October 15, 1989

“If you are always trying to be normal, you will never know how amazing you can be.”—Maya Angelou
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Carol Bailey, RHU

Senior Executive

Carol has over 30 years of experience in the healthcare industry—30 of which are in pharmacy benefits. Carol has significant experience in, and knowledge of, the PBM industry having
held positions in the past with two major PBMs as a Sales Consultant and Director of Account
Management. She is an expert in PBM pricing methodologies, benefit design modeling, clinical recommendations, contracting, RFP development and data analysis. For 24 years, Carol
worked as a pharmacy consultant for two national pharmacy consulting firms assisting mid-tolarge plan sponsors with their rx programs and she developed and managed a large national
purchasing coalition. In 2014, Carol started TEAM Pharmacy Consulting, Inc. In 2021, Carol
sold TEAM Pharmacy Consulting to ARMSRx, a family of companies based in FL, to expand
consulting services and advanced solutions to clients. Carol started Carol Bailey & Associates
to focus on pharmacy benefits education. A veteran of healthcare and pharmacy benefits industry, Carol guides medical consultants and plan sponsors as they improve effectiveness of
their pharmacy benefits.

Carol, a native of Texas, graduated magna cum laude from Texas Woman’s University. Carol
served eight years on the Dallas Association of Health Underwriters Board as President and Ed
Chair. She also served as a mentor to the College of Business graduates in the University of
North Texas Professional Leadership Program. Carol speaks at national and regional conferences around the country such as State & Local Government Benefits Association and the International Foundation of Employee Benefits. Carol has contributed to articles published in
several trade journals. She is a nationally recognized pharmacy expert who is frequently asked
to provide industry strategies and trends to analysts in the US and global financial markets.
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HealthFirst is proud to sponsor
ETAHU and our local brokers.
Traditional
Self Funded, Level
Funded, Small Group
& MEC

In-House
Medical
Management

Client
Focused
Innovation
National
& Narrow
Networks

Actionable
Reporting
with
Predictive
Modeling

Transparent
& Vetted
PBM
Contracts

www.hfbenefits.com ● 800.477.2287 ● sales@hfbenefits.com
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Do to the rising cost of everything—we will have to be changing our lunch price.
The new price will go into effect at the May Meeting.
Member Price will be $25.00
Non-member price will be $30.00
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Telehealth Coverage Expanded

Learning lessons from the COVID pandemic, Medicare said it will continue to
expand telehealth services in 2022, paying for beneficiaries to use on-line mental health services and other treatments.
“The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the gaps in our current health care
system and the need for new solutions to bring treatments to patients, wherever
they are.” said Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Administrator
Chiquita Brooks-LaSure, in announcing the policy. ”This is especially true for
people who need behavioral health services.”
New features include covering the cost of some mental health services obtained
over the phone. CMS officials said this means counseling and therapy services,
including treatment of substance abuse, will be more available, especially in areas where not everyone has access to broadband internet.
Also in 2022, Medicare will pay for mental health telehealth visits provided by rural health clinics.
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Consumer-Directed Health Plans Broke Down Barriers To
Care During Pandemic
Nearly 180 million Americans have employer-provided health insurance coverage, and 40% of them are covered by a Consumer-Directed Health Plan (CDHP), which combine a high-deductible plan with a tax advantaged health savings account (HSA). As the COVID-19 pandemic impacted every family and community,
health insurance providers called for new flexibilities that would permit these plans to cover more telehealth
services – without a patient having to touch their deductible. A new study from AHIP demonstrates that the
vast majority of CDHPs took advantage of the flexibilities that Congress permitted in 2020 and 2021, covering
many physical and mental health care services on a pre-deductible basis.
“Throughout COVID-19, Americans embraced telehealth as a safe and convenient way to access highquality care – and now many patients and doctors prefer telehealth for many care needs,” said Matt
Eyles, AHIP President and CEO. “By making telehealth services more affordable and accessible,
CDHPs are helping to improve the health and financial security of millions of hardworking American
families. And with the bipartisan passage of the 2022 Consolidated Appropriations Act, Congress is extending the ability of for health insurance providers to build on this success story.”
The Internal Revenue Code limits the ability of CDHPs to cover items or services before an enrollee
meets their deductible. But the enactment of the bipartisan Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act in May 2020 permitted new flexibilities for health insurance providers to find new
ways to break down barriers to physical and mental health care. While this safe harbor expired at the
end of 2021, Congress recently acted to provide a telehealth safe harbor from April through December
2022, allowing millions to continue to access affordable and convenient virtual care throughout that
time period. AHIP applauds bipartisan legislation introduced by Reps. Michelle Steel (R-CA) and
Susie Lee (D-NV) in the House and Sens. Steve Daines (R-MT) and Catherine Cortez Masto (D-NV)
in the Senate (H.R. 5981/S. 1704) that would permanently extend the telehealth safe harbor.
Americans Embraced Telehealth For Primary Care And Behavioral Health
To learn more about how these flexibilities impacted American families, AHIP conducted a survey in February
2022 of health insurance providers in its membership. Insurance providers who responded together cover 105
million people.
AHIP supplemented these findings by analyzing medical claims of CDHP enrollees from July – December 2020 – the most recent timeframe for which these claims are available via the IBM® MarketScan® database. Key findings include:
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Americans with CDHPs had pre-deductible access to telehealth: The vast majority of CDHPs
elected to cover telehealth services on a pre-deductible basis (83% of plans offering fully insured
products, 81% of plans offering self-insured products).
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Consumer-Directed Health Plans Broke Down Barriers To
Care During Pandemic (Cont.)
Routine care and mental health care were most commonly covered: Nearly any type of care that could
be delivered via telehealth was available. Services most commonly covered included primary care (95%),
mental health care (95%), chronic care (89%), and acute/urgent care (89%).


Behavioral health care, as a category, was most frequently provided: An analysis of claims data shows
that the most common types of services delivered via telehealth pre-deductible included primary care engagements such as evaluation and management visits, psychotherapy, speech and language, therapy, medication
management, and medical nutrition therapy. When looking at categories of care, behavioral health care services together were the form of care most frequently accessed via telehealth pre-deductible.


CDHPs covered telehealth services pre-deductible – no exceptions: Of the plans covering telehealth
services pre-deductible, none of them excluded any services that could be safely delivered through telehealth.


Patient’s adoption of telehealth varies by region: States with the highest number of telehealth
claims far outpaced the states with the lowest number of telehealth claims.


“These findings are clear: Americans are using telehealth for physical and mental health care,
and health insurance providers are delivering for them,” Eyles noted. “We will continue to engage with Congress to extend the use of telehealth to ensure that patients and consumers can continue to enjoy the improved affordability, access, and value it delivers.”

Insurance Newsnet
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Rules of Negotiating
One way to control a negotiation is to lay out the rules. Here are a few that can
work against you:


Order of speaking.



Use of experts. How many.



Who can be asked questions.



Who may ask questions.



Outside interruption rules.



Rest and caucus periods.



Telephone calls.



Seating arrangements.



Where to negotiate.

Whenever your opponent proposes a rule, watch out. Look for the hidden meaning
behind it. The best policy is to question why it was made. Feel free to disregard a rule
that works against you. A negotiation is not a courtroom. Rules are negotiable and renegotiable.
Give & Take
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How Will Midterm Elections Impact
Health Care Priorities In Congress?

U.S. voters will choose a new Congress as the nation enters its third year of the COVID-19 public
health emergency. What will it mean for health policies and priorities in Washington in the coming year?
Although Congress remains deeply divided on many issues, a few health policies do have bipartisan support, a panel at America’s Health Insurance Plans’ National Conference on Health Policy
and Government Health Programs said Monday.
However, with the midterm elections looming in a few months, Congress has a narrowing window of time to enact health care legislation before its members turn their attention to Election
Day.
With conventional wisdom saying that Republicans will take control of the House of Representatives, how will the health agenda in Congress change if the GOP is in the majority?
If Republicans take control of the House or of both houses of Congress, “you would expect to
see the Biden administration stepping up its use of executive action and executive order on
health care,” said Lori Denham, partner with Kountoupes Denham Carr & Reid. She predicted
President Joe Biden will be more aggressive in his use of executive orders next year as the presidential election cycle begins to take shape.
Although most Republicans have been vocal in their opposition to the Affordable Care Act, one
panelist said he believes GOP efforts to get rid of it are old news.
“I don’t think we’ll see a Republican effort to repeal the ACA,” said Steve Haro of Mehlman
Castagnetti Rosen & Thomas. “All health policies moving forward will be in reaction to COVID19 and having it become endemic.”
Here are some other health policy issues that could come before Congress this year.

(Cont. next page)
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How Will Midterm Elections Impact
Health Care Priorities In Congress?
(cont.)
Health Insurance Premium Subsidies
The American Rescue Plan expanded the premium subsidies for those who buy health insurance
in the Affordable Care Act marketplace. But will those subsidies be extended by either a revised
budget reconciliation bill or some other measure? Matt Eyles, AHIP’s president and CEO, said
his organization wants to see the subsidies extended for as long as possible, but the panelists
doubted Congress would agree with him.
“Right now, there is no bipartisan support for this,” Dunham said.
Anything that has the ACA label on it, “leaves a bad taste in Republicans’ mouths,” said Elena
Tompkins of Tompkins Strategies. Still, she said, it may be possible to include subsidy extension
in the budget reconciliation bill.
Prescription Drug Pricing
Legislation that would lower prescription drug prices is “the unicorn,” Haro said. “Whatever your
party, no one will disagree with the concept that prescription drugs are expensive – the issue is,
how do we get there? I don’t think we have consensus yet on how to do it.”
The Affordable Insulin Now Act would require insurers to cap patient out-of-pocket costs for insulin at $35 per month. The Senate is expected to consider this bill soon, and Tompkins said,
“People are in a very uncomfortable position on it.”
“There’s a lot of support for the issue but I think there are Republicans who don’t want to
see Democrats get too many wins at this point.”
COVID-19 Policies
“One of the most common statements I have heard from everyone I know is, ‘I am so done with
COVID-19. That is where a lot of folks are,” Haro said. “The reality is that COVID-19 is not going
away. The pandemic may end but that doesn’t mean the endemic won’t be here. We have to
find a way to live with COVID-19.”
Haro said he doesn’t believe Washington has a master strategy to deal with COVID-19 in the
long term.
“We pass policies mostly in reaction to the situation at hand. People will be open to what policies worked during the public health emergency and what needs to remain in place. I think long
term that Congress will have to deal with the fact that COVID-19 is endemic. We will have to
manage it like we manage the flu. We need to be unified on these policies.”
Susan Rupe is managing editor for InsuranceNewsNet. Contact her at Susan.Rupe@innfeedback.com. Follow her on Twitter @INNsusan.
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The East Texas Association
of Health Underwriters (ETAHU)



A full-page ad in our award winning
local newsletter the ETAHU Review
circulated electronically each month to all
80+ East Texas members & archived on our
website. (etahu.org)



5 minutes at the podium to pitch your company.



Table in meeting room to display your
marketing materials.



Distribution of your marketing materials to all
meeting attendees.



Verbal Recognition at the meeting, in meeting
agenda distributed to attendees & on website.



!

Contact Angie Pascual, ETAHU Sponsorship Chair to sign up!
Email angela_pascual1@uhc.com
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East Texas Association of
Health Underwriters
LUNCHEON SPONSOR
Name ______________________________ Company Name ____________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
City ____________________________ State _______________ Zip _____________________
E-mail ________________________________________________________________________
Please provide a copy of the information you want on our website and in our newsletter.
AMOUNT DUE:

$125.00

Method of Payment _______Check Enclosed (Payable to ETAHU)
_______ Credit Card Charge my credit card in the amount of $________
(Circle one):

MasterCard

Visa

American Express

Discover

Cardholder Name _________________________________________________________
Card number
__________________________________________________________
VAL Code (3-4 digit code on card) ______________ Exp. Date _______________________
I authorize ETAHU to charge my credit card in the above amount. I understand that my
Billing statement will read “East Texas Health Underwriter’s”.
Signature _________________________________________________________________
YOU MAY REQUEST A CHANGE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF THE MEETING.
NO REFUNDS WILL BE ISSUED, YOU MAY RESCHEDULE.
Please mail this form with payment to:
ETAHU
PO Box 133214
Tyler, TX 75713-3214
Or e-mail to Angela Bridges, ETAHU Treasurer at abridges@higginbotham.net
If you have any questions, please contact:
Angie Pascual, ETAHU’s Sponsorship Chair at angela_pascual1@uhc.com
Or call 936-637-3444
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East Texas Association
of Health Underwriters 2021-2022

President

Joe Sherman

972-404-2621

President Elect

Gene Bentley

903-842-4315

Treasurer

Angela Bridges 903-434-4705

ABRIDGES@higginbotham.net

Secretary/ Hospitality

Wendy Bratteli

wendy@brattelibenefitconsulting.com

903-570-5351

JSherman@insxch.com
gene@customizedbenefitplans.com

Professional Development Paula Johnson 972-404-2623

pjohnson@insxch.com

Website
Public Service

Beau Bentley

903-842-4315

beau@customizedbenefitplans.com

Brenda Massey

903-561-8484

Brenda.Massey@hibbshallmark.com

TV/Radio Relations

Craig Smith

903-509-2292

csmith@arkassurance.com

Media Publications

Brenda Massey

903-561-8484

Brenda.Massey@hibbshallmark.com

Sponsorships

Angie Pascual

903-539-4405

Angela_pascual1@uhc.com

Membership

Joe Sherman

972-404-2621

JSherman@insxch.com

Retention

D’Ann Miller

903-561-8484

Dann. Miller@hibbshallmark.com

Legislation/HUPAC

Mary Ann Blair

903-939-6403

mblair@hbins.com

Sergeant at Arms

Mark Everett

903-509-8808

meverett@hbins.com

Newsletter

Cynthia Swanson 903-521-8106
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cswanson2240@yahoo.com
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